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I. INTRODUCTION 1 

 2 

Q. Please state your name, occupation and business address. 3 

A. My name is Wesley Yeomans. I am an independent consultant under subcontract to Grid 4 

Strategies LLC. Grid Strategies is based in the Washington, DC area. My office is in 5 

Tully, NY. 6 

 7 

Q. Please state your qualifications to provide testimony in this proceeding. 8 

A. I received a BSEE degree with an emphasis in electric power systems from Clarkson 9 

University in 1984 and an MBA from Syracuse University in 1990. I was heavily 10 

involved with transitioning Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation from vertically 11 

integrated cost-of-service constructs for generation and energy supply services to the 12 

large, centralized New York Independent System Operator (“NYISO”) energy and 13 

capacity markets from 1996-2005 utilizing marginal pricing constructs. A large 14 

component of that transition involved managing a wholesale supply portfolio in the 15 

NYISO markets and developing hedging policies and procedures to protect electric 16 

customers from market volatility. In 2009 I joined the NYISO as Vice President of 17 

Operations with responsibilities for executing monthly capacity auctions, day ahead, and 18 

real time energy markets, and all NY high voltage transmission operations.      19 

My professional qualifications are further summarized in Exhibit WY-2. 20 

 21 
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Q. Have you testified previously before the Washington Utilities and Transportation 1 

Commission? 2 

A. No. 3 

 4 

Q. Have you testified before other commissions?   5 

A.   Yes. I testified twice on behalf of Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation, once before the 6 

New York Public Service Commission in 1994 and once before FERC in 1996. In 2013, I 7 

testified before FERC on behalf of the NYISO. Testimony topics included independent 8 

power costs, Open Access Transmission Tariffs (“OATT”), and transmission rates. I have 9 

also participated in numerous NY Public Service Commission and FERC technical 10 

conferences.  11 

 12 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony in this proceeding? 13 

A. The purpose of my testimony is to review and comment on PacifiCorp’s energy risk 14 

management program – its hedging practices.      15 

 16 

Q. Have you prepared exhibits in support of your testimony? 17 

A. Yes. I prepared Exh.WY-2 through Exh.WY-7C.  The information contained in these 18 

exhibits is correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.  19 
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II. SUMMARY 1 

 2 

Q. Please summarize your testimony. 3 

A. Based on my review of PacifCorp’s energy risk management policies, energy 4 

management procedures, filings from PacifiCorp, and responses to data requests, I 5 

believe PacifiCorp’s energy risk management program is prudent, reasonable, and 6 

effective. My testimony includes a generic description of the important characteristics 7 

and attributes of a prudent energy risk management program, a review to determine if 8 

PacifiCorp has developed and incorporated these important characteristics into its 9 

hedging policies and procedures, a review to substantiate if procedures were followed 10 

during 2022 consistent and compliant with PacifiCorp’s formal energy risk policies, and 11 

recommendations for consideration.       12 

  13 

III. IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTICS OF A PRUDENT ENERGY 14 

HEDGING PROGRAM  15 

 16 

Q. In your experience, what are the necessary, important characteristics of a prudent 17 

energy risk management program?   18 

A. In the long run, efficient commodity markets tend to be relatively stable with infrequent 19 

instances of extreme volatility. Yet, when extreme market volatility does occur in the 20 

energy markets, the cost impacts can have significant impact on electric customers. 21 

Market volatility tends to occur during time periods involving, among other things, 22 

extreme weather, high levels of generator and transmission infrastructure failures, time 23 
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periods of volatile fuel prices sometimes set by world events, supply shortages including 1 

unexpected loss of intermittent renewable generation, or increased load demands. When 2 

market volatility occurs, electric power hedging, along with natural gas hedging for a 3 

supply portfolio inclusive of natural gas fired generation, can minimize and mitigate the 4 

risks of extreme financial impacts to customers.   5 

The difficult challenge is that energy hedges are certainly not free and in the long 6 

term may be more expensive than total market expected costs. This is because utilities 7 

and customers are paying a premium for the “value-added” protections that hedges 8 

provide to mitigate market volatility. Too much hedging can be expensive for customers 9 

during time periods of low market volatility. Too little hedging can be extremely 10 

expensive for customers during time periods of extreme market volatility.  11 

The best strategy for customers is to develop a balanced hedging program 12 

avoiding over-hedging and over-charging customers for infrequent, extreme market 13 

volatility while prudently minimizing the risks of extreme costs during rare instances of 14 

extreme market volatility.  15 

Utilities may attempt to strike this balance with a static hedging program whereby 16 

certain predetermined blocks of physical and financial energy hedges are purchased on 17 

predetermined schedules at prevailing prices and costs. But I do not recommend a static 18 

hedging program because it can blindly result in expensive, unnecessary over-hedging 19 

during long times of low, non-volatile fuel costs, non-volatile market outcomes, good 20 

generator asset performance, and low future market volatility. Of more concern, a static 21 

hedging program could blindly result in under-hedging during extreme volatile market 22 

conditions.  23 
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understanding of how those transactions were recorded and their implications for net 1 

power costs. 2 

  Evaluating the prudence of PacifiCorp’s long-term power assets, including the 3 

dispatch of PacifiCorp’s owned generation, is outside the scope of my review of 4 

PacifiCorp’s energy risk management program. While I did not closely review his 5 

calculations, I generally concur that his analytic approach is reasonable and logically 6 

leads to the findings and recommendations set forward in his testimony. 7 

I would expect that PacifiCorp would dispatch its generation assets in a manner 8 

that follows market price signals. In fact, my review of risk management practices and 9 

policies considers that such a program should begin with a credible forecast of power 10 

market prices and risks.     11 

  12 

Q. Is it possible that PacifiCorp could execute its risk management program effectively 13 

and dispatch its plants inefficiently?        14 

A. Yes. In general, plant dispatch and risk management functions are separated, at least up 15 

 until close to the point of power delivery.  Some of Staff Witness Wilson’s analysis 16 

 suggests that PacifiCorp failed to create or implement practices to closely 17 

 follow market price data that would have been provided by risk management staff, 18 

 although, again, I did not review operational dispatch matters for my testimony.19 
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Q. Does this conclude your testimony?  1 

A. Yes, it does. 2 




